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Abstract 

 
In Taiwan of 2014, the word "Shokakko; showing an upward tendency 

good luck" of Haruki Murakami becomes popular explosively. Haruki 
Murakami calls a personal state of mind that he tasted by daily life 
"showing an upward tendency good luck". However, People use it by 
meaning of the joy that a civic desire come true in a social scene in 
Taiwan. 

  How to describe personal states of mind that Haruki Murakami calls 
"showing an upward tendency good luck" is similar to how to describe 
states of mind in "Kinosaki nite" of Naoya Shiga. While considering on 
the idea about life and death in "Hotaru" and "Norwegian Wood ", this 
article has compared it with the idea about life and death in "Kinosaki 
nite". As a result, the way of thinking that there are life and death in 
opposite poles closely resembles it. 

Haruki Murakami himself says, "I am not interested in Shiga 
literature particularly". However, we can find the common point that both 
writers of Naoya Shiga and Haruki Murakami face the literature creation 
with highly similarity on expression technique and idea. Clearly, the 
literature of Haruki Murakami succeeds to context to come from the 
Japanese-style climate doing an undercurrent in Japanese literature across 
the words that Haruki Murakami expressed. 
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